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The full inquest touching the death of Nga Thuyet Diep

10.45am

All rise in court as Coroner Ms Shanta Deonarine enters and sits down.

Coroner: Good morning everybody. Looking round the court I see all the key participants:
the deceased's partner Hai-Dang Nguyen and his legal adviser Miss Chapman, Leon Weaver the driver of the lorry, an insurance company representative, PC Carey and Robert Jarvis and Robert Whitcomb.

I am Southwark's Assistant Deputy Coroner on this inquest into the death of Nga (pronounced Naa) Thuyet Diep that occurred on Tuesday 18 March 2008. The inquest opened on 26 March 2008.

Ms Diep's partner, Mr Nguyen has applied to be a Properly Interested Person in this case. He was Ms Diep cohabitee and they were raising two children together. Legal precedent states that I may use that fact to
allow Mr Nguyen's interest today, and I do so. Are there any objections to that?

...None then. I need to add now that the lorry driver Mr Leon Weaver can ask questions at any stage today either directly or through his own legal adviser.

There are no other properly interested persons here today then.

We will today be listening to evidence from a doctor on Ms Diep's general medical history, from another doctor who arrived at the scene by helicopter, from PC Murphy, and from a pathologist and others.

I need to warn all of you here that some of this evidence will be distressing -- you are all free to leave the room if you feel you need to.

This inquest is an inquiry into precisely what happened that day. No-one is on trial here today. It's an inquiry into the facts about the death. Who and how. It's to establish the sequence of events. This court has no right to decide liability.

I now call the first witness. Mr Nguyen.

He steps up to the witness box and affirms to tell the truth.

Coroner: Hai-Dang Nguyen...I understand you're known as Dan?

Mr Nguyen: Yes I am.

Coroner: On 20 March you identified the body of your partner at Greenwich mortuary... Nga Thuyet Diep.

Mr Nguyen: Yes....her name in fact was Nga Tuyet Diep.

Coroner: she was born on 22 September 1974. She was 33 years old when she died. Where exactly was she born in Vietnam?

Mr Nguyen: In Hai Phon.

Coroner: Ms Diep was single, she worked as an Administrative Officer at
Guy's Hospital and you lived with her and two children at (number given)
Chudleigh Road SE4 in Lewisham.

Mr Nguyen: Yes.

Coroner: it was on 18 March 2008 that Ms Diep died at the junction of Ilderton Road and Rotherhithe New Road. When did you last see her alive?

Mr Nguyen: at home at 8.05am that morning. She was brushing her teeth.

Coroner: what was she like as a person?

Mr Nguyen: she was a lovely person, a wife to me, a mother to our children, we kept them safe and looked after them.

Coroner: Thank you. Miss Chapman?

Miss Chapman to Mr Nguyen: on the day in question Ms Diep was heading for a training session at London Bridge. Which way would she have gone?

Mr Nguyen: she would have cycled down Crofton Road, Hillyfields, Brockley Road, New Cross, Surrey Canal Road, Ilderton  Road, Rotherhithe New Road, Old Kent Road to London Bridge. She took that route every
other day.

Coroner: thank you. Any questions Mr Weaver?

Mr Weaver: No questions.

Coroner thanks Mr Nguyen who goes back to his seat.

Coroner: I'll now read the signed statement by Dr Girish Malde in his letter to the court dated 3 April 2008...Ms Diep had no significant past medical history relevant to the incident. She had a child 10 years of age, and another born in April 2005.

I now call PC Stuart Carey.

He swears on the bible to tell the truth.

PC Carey: I work for the South East London Traffic Unit and have plans and photographs as part of my evidence here today. The incident took place at the junction of Ilderton Road and Rotherhithe New Road. My first plan shows the positions as I found them of the body, the pedal-cycle and the lorry. The first photos show the bend of the junction and the pavement railings. The next photos show fresh marking on the railings caused by the collision. The marks run along the railings. The next photos show detailed views of the bicycle and the lorry. There are new marks as shown to the front nearside wheel of the lorry and to its step. There are also fresh marks to the rear wheel arch and the blue water tank on the lorry. The air tank has marks too.

The Coroner asks for the pictures to be shown to Mr Weaver.

PC Carey: the second album of photos shows more lorry details:

the views in all the driver's mirrors
tear nearside axle marks
rear suspension leaf scuffmarks
marks on the prop or drive-shaft
marks between the rear pair of wheels.

That album is also handed to Mr Weaver.

PC Carey: the next album shows:

the Raleigh woman's bicycle -- the saddle was knocked off during the incident
the right-hand pedal and crank -- both are badly damaged
the damaged front forks of the bike
tyre marks on the frame and forks- and dirt from the lorry
the bent front wheel
the heavily scratched headset with yellow paint deposits

That album is handed to Mr Weaver.

Coroner: Thank you. Let's deal with your reconstruction photographs later but let Mr Weaver see them now please. Do you have anything to add Mr Carey? Mr Weaver....No, let's go on then.

11.10am

Robert Jarvis takes the witness stand and swears on the bible.

Coroner: Thank you Mr Jarvis. Please be aware that I take longhand notes
so not too quickly please.....I see your statement is dated 18 March
2007...should that be 2008?

Mr Jarvis: Yes, my mistake.

Coroner: please tell us what happened to you that morning?

Mr Jarvis: I left the depot at the same time as Mr Weaver. My lorry was right behind his. On Ilderton Road...we got to the junction with Rotherhithe New Road. Mr Weaver pulled over into the left hand lane to go left. I indicated then went into the right hand lane to turn right. Mr Weaver got stopped by the traffic lights and was first in his queue. There were two cars in front of me. While waiting for the lights to change I reached up to the central radio to change channels, as I did I saw the top half of someone go past the cars behind Mr Weavers lorry on
the inside. The lights changed and the traffic all moved forward. When I was level with the lights I saw Mr Weaver heading up Rotherhithe New Road but also saw a body and a cycle lying in the road. I flashed my lights and tooted my horn to get Mr Weaver's attention. He stopped a couple of hundred yards up the road. I turned right and parked up in Rotherhithe New Road. I was phoning for an ambulance as I walked back to the junction. I told other people there now not to move the person on the ground. While I was stood there waiting for the police and
ambulance, Mr Weaver arrived.

Coroner: how long did the police take to arrive?

Mr Jarvis: About 10 minutes.

Coroner: the helicopter?

Mr Jarvis: Oh...much later.

Coroner: what time was this now?

Mr Jarvis: about 9am.

Coroner: which is your depot that you were talking about?

Mr Jarvis: Economic Skips Ltd, 3 Mercury Way, New Cross. SE14.  Lewisham.

Coroner: you were changing radio stations...where did you see that person?

Mr Jarvis: heading in the same direction as us but inside the cars...by the kerb.

Coroner: did you see the impact?

Mr Jarvis: No.

Coroner: both lorries were waiting at the traffic lights. Mr Weaver on the left lane at the front?

Mr Jarvis: Yes...I was behind two cars in the other lane. There's a white line and room for 2 lanes.

Coroner: you could see Mr Weaver's lorry?

Mr Jarvis: Yes...directly in front of me to the left.

Coroner: could you see his indicators?

Mr Jarvis: No....there was car right behind him.

Coroner: Thank you. Miss Chapman?

Miss Chapman: I need to clarify this...you saw the cyclist pass outside the cars?

Mr Jarvis: No. The bike was between the cars and the kerb. On the inside.

Miss Chapman: How long did you wait at the lights?

Mr Jarvis: About 40 seconds.

Coroner: Thank you. Mr Weaver..any questions?

Mr Weaver: No.

Coroner: Mr Jarvis, thank you. You may go or stay.

Mr Jarvis goes.

Robert Whitcombe then swears on the bible.

Coroner: what did you see of the incident?

Mr Whitcombe: I was driving an articulated bin-truck for RTS from the City down the Old Kent Road. I turned left into Rotherhithe New Road then moved over to turn right into Ilderton Road. It's a big junction.

Some photographs are passed to Mr Whitcombe. He shows the Coroner where his lorry stopped before the turn.

Mr Whitcombe: it's a busy junction all the time....lots of pedestrians too. As I was waiting for my turn to move at the junction I looked over to see an Economic Skips lorry move away. I could also see a cyclist by the side of the lorry in a green high-viz jacket. She was peddling up inside by the kerb. Then I saw the cyclist disappear under the lorry. 

Coroner: you saw that?

Mr Whitcombe: Yes.....I now pulled forward to block the junction and rang for an ambulance as I walked over there.

Coroner: did anything else happen?

Mr Whitcombe: as soon as I saw the cyclist go under I screamed at the lorry and blasted my horn...there was so much commotion and hooting now. The lorry kept turning left. I told the right turning lorry to get the other one to pull up somehow in case he hadn't realised what just happened. I pulled up by the shops. There were now quite a few people there. I turned left into Millwall where our yard is.

Coroner: after the impact did you notice where everything was?

Mr Whitcombe: I saw where the body was but needed to get my lorry out of
the way and call the police etc.

Coroner. Thank you.

Miss Chapman: you saw the skip and the cyclist?

Mr Whitcombe: yes..one cyclist had gone before then I saw the lady cycling up and then go under the lorry and out of my sight. I saw her hand go up on the lorry for a split-second. She touched the lorry with her hand. There's no cycle lane or nothing.

Coroner: anymore more questions?.....No. Thank you Mr Whitcombe.

He leaves.

Terry Petit swears on the bible.

Coroner: where were you at the time?

Mr Petit: I was cycling to work on the pavement bike lane by Rotherhithe New Road towards Surrey Quays. Just before 9am I was nearing the junction with Ilderton Road and noticed two similar orange lorries. One on the left. I also saw a lady on a pushbike in that road coming towards me. The lorry came round the corner and the woman was just behind the lorry cab on the passenger side. Both coming round together. The lady was then squashed against the railings by the lorry.

Coroner: you saw this?

Mr Petit: Yes. They are waist high railings. I lost sight of her and guessed she'd gone under the lorry. I got off my bike and ran around the railings. Cars were just driving around her. One guy stopped to help her. I saw a Diversion sign lying on the pavement so used that to keep the cars away from her. 4 or 5 other people joined us by her. We tried to talk to her but she was unconscious most of the time.

Coroner: were people giving her first-aid?

Mr Petit: we tried but...

Coroner: Do you have anything more to add?

Mr Petit: No.

Coroner: No more questions?

Miss Chapman: Mr Petit...you were cycling here...in this picture. As you approached the corner you saw the lorry and the cyclist. Please look at this picture of the lorry....can you say where you saw the cyclist?

Mr Petit: just behind the front wheel where than canister is.

Miss Chapman: as the lorry moved round the bend you saw the woman at the middle of the lorry...she was being pushed against the railings?

Mr Petit: Yes, just before the rear wheels...then she went under and the bicycle seat flew through the air.

Mr Weaver indicates he wants to ask a question....

Mr Weaver: you first saw the cyclist riding on the road?

Mr Petit: Yes. There was a very small gap between the bike and the lorry.

Mr Weaver: did the lorry mount the kerb?

Mr Petit: No.

Coroner: Thank you.

Mr Petit leaves.

Coroner: I am now going to read the statement of Dr Tom Hurst of the helicopter medical service......We received the call at 9.08am and arrived at the scene at 9.21am. There were several ambulances and four police cars there. The ambulance crew had tried CPR and had cut an air-tube into the casualty's windpipe. They'd also injected fluid into her veins and bonemarrow. They'd pierced her thorax in several places to release air. But she was pronounced dead at the scene at 9.26am.

Coroner: I'm now going to read the statement of PC Damian Murphy made at Walworth Police Station on 18 March 2008 at 11.23am......At 9.06am today I was driving a police car with two other officers as passengers when we received a call regarding a personal injury incident on Ilderton Road. We arrived to find several other police vehicles there and ambulances. The ambulance staff were working on the casualty and we saw the mangled bicycle. It was obviously a very serious incident. We secured the scene.

I then arrested the driver of vehicle EF02 ZLF at 9.22am on suspicion of dangerous driving. Mr Weaver said he hadn't seen the bike or the girl but had stopped on hearing all the tooting of horns. I breath-tested Mr Weaver. It was negative.

I was then told by the medics that the casualty had died there at the scene. At 9.29am I therefore arrested Mr Weaver on suspicion of causing death by dangerous driving and took him to Walworth Police Station. We
arrived there at 10.02am and he was put into custody.


Coroner: I'm not now going to read the whole statement by the pathologist Dr Olaf Bierzycki. It's very detailed and very distressing. I will read an accurate précis of that statement...but have to say that if anyone wants to avoid hearing this, they can.....19 March 2008: I performed a general examination of an oriental female of medium build. There were no old scars to report. There were severe lacerations to her skull and her jaw had multiple fractures. The majority of her right hand ribs were broken and both arms were severely bruised. Her left knee and ankle had severe abrasions. There were also of course the marks left by necessary emergency medical intervention at the scene. She had also sustained scalp abrasions, a fractured eye-socket and a brain
haemorrhage that rapidly led to a swollen damaged brain. I tested her blood and urine for both drugs and alcohol but found nothing to report. I therefore concluded that the cause of death were the head and chest injuries that were consistent with what one could expect from just such a collision.

Coroner: I now recall PC Carey who is still of course on oath. Mr Carey....please summarise your report.

PC Carey: Ilderton Road joins Rotherhithe New road as a T junction with traffic lights. It's a 30mph zone. Joining Ilderton Road from the left just before the junction is Cranswick Road...that junction is closed to motor vehicles but not pedestrians or cyclists. I arrived at the scene at 9.50am. Both Ilderton Road and Rotherhithe New Road had been closed off. It was a bright dry day about 8 degrees C. Ilderton Road splits into two marked lanes as it approaches the junction with Rotherhithe New Road. The lanes are each 3.6m wide. In front of the stop line at the traffic lights is a box for cyclists to wait in.

Coroner: There's no cycle lane?

PC Carey: No. I then proceeded with my vehicular examination. Please see photo 5. The lorry has a gap between the oil reservoir and the water tank.  Normal heavy goods vehicles have barriers to cover the gap
between the front and back wheels. Side guards. These lorries don't. There's no law on that yet. But the latest regulations say fit barriers.....I'll carry on with my reconstruction. The next pictures show the view in the mirrors from the drivers seat. A colleague is here standing in as the cyclist. The first picture shows the cyclist moving
along 0.65m from the side of the lorry. In photo 6 the cyclist can be seen in the close proximity mirror but not the rear view mirrors. The cyclist was wearing a yellow high-viz jacket. Picture 7 shows the cycle 1m from the door. 8 shows the mirror view. All you can see is the front wheel of the bike. Picture 10 has the bike 1.4m away from the lorry..the cyclist can't be seen at all. In the last picture -- 1.5m away -- all you can see is her head. So.....these pictures show the view Mr Weaver would have had. She might have been out of sight but she should have been seen.

But I'd like to add a caveat please. There's evidence that she was in the road. Mr Weaver doesn't recall seeing her at all or passing her. He wasn't anticipating being near a cyclist here then. She may have come out of the side road. She could have entered and stayed in the blind spot. We don't know where she was when Mr Weaver pulled away from the lights.

If you overtake a cyclist you can expect to see them later at nearby lights. Mr Weaver never saw her at all he says. But witnesses say she was alongside the oil reservoir area of the lorry and that she was then crushed against the railings. Evidence on the railings supports that.

Photo 15 shows the railings. The damage to the bike and marks on the road are all consistent...as is the yellow line paint scuffed on the bike frame. The photo also shows that damage to the yellow paint. This is where the lorry ran over the bike.

Mr Whitcombe says that he saw the lorry jump up as it hit the kerb. It's certainly likely that the lorry clipped the kerb.

12.15pm.

My conclusions then....it's not clear where Ms Diep had been before the collision. She certainly cycled between the lorry and the kerb. Mr Weaver didn't see her before moving off. She may have been in view of the close proximity mirror. They may have pulled away together. She was certainly trapped against the railings and then fell onto her back and under the rear nearside wheel of the lorry. The driver says he was quite unaware of riding over her. And that is possible.

Coroner: Thank you very much for that. Any questions....No. Mr Carey.....please stay.

Coroner: Oh...did you do the driver interview and charges?

PC Carey: Yes. And the charge moved from Dangerous Driving to Causing Death by Dangerous Driving.

Coroner: Mr Weaver please take the stand again...please remind me of your day that day...

Mr Weaver: It was my second job of the day. I checked the mirrors and there was no distraction at the time. I didn't see anything there. I didn't overtake a cyclist. After the turn I heard lots of horns blaring and so walked back to the junction.

Coroner: did you see the nearside area?

Mr Weaver: I'm a motorcyclist. I know the risks. I didn't see a thing.

Coroner: I need to warn you....you don't have to answer anything that might incriminate you......You have heard the evidence that comes from your statement from 4.15pm on 18 March 2008. Do you have anything to add?

Mr Weaver: No.

Coroner: You're a motorcyclist? You don't have to answer that.

Mr Weaver: Yes.

Coroner: Were you aware of the cyclist?

Mr Weaver: No.

Coroner: Did you check your mirrors?

Mr Weaver: Yes.

Coroner: Did you notice your vehicle lift slightly?

Mr Weaver: Not at all.

Coroner: Where were you on the road?

Mr Weaver: central in the lane.

12.28pm.

Miss Chapman: is this your vehicle?

Mr Weaver: it's a company vehicle.

Miss Chapman: is it your responsibility to check the vehicle?

Mr Weaver: Yes.

Miss Chapman: was there any obstacle in the road that inhibited your turn?

Mr Weaver: No.

Miss Chapman: are you responsible for checking the vehicle?

Mr Weaver: yes.

Miss Chapman: please look at the photos of the mirrors.   They were taken the day after. Are the mirrors in the same position?

Mr Weaver: Yes.

Miss Chapman: Mr Petit saw the cyclist beforehand. Were you aware of the cyclist?

Mr Weaver: I was not aware of the cyclist at all.

Coroner: Any other questions?.......No.....So. That's all the evidence to be read or given. Are there any more submissions?.....No then. I am entitled to provide a verdict of unlawful killing. I have to say that I'm not minded to unless anyone here pressures me.

Miss Chapman: if you're not so minded then I don't want to waste your time.

Coroner: there may be evidence here to justify death by dangerous driving and I have to adjudicate. At this stage I'm not minded to. Was there or was there not a deliberate act of unlawful killing?

Miss Chapman approaches the Coroner. They whisper.

Miss Chapman: No.

Coroner: Any more questions?....Mr Weaver?

Mr Weaver: No.

Coroner: I now have to consider my verdict. I need 15 minutes.

Clerk: All rise. Coroner exits at 12.25pm


1.05pm.

All rise for the Coroner.

Coroner: I have considered the who/how sequence. The who was Nga Diep. The where was that Ilderton Road/Rotherhithe New Road junction on Tuesday 18 March 2008. And how? The facts are these:

Nga Diep was cycling towards the junction.
She was sharing the lane with the lorry that was also turning left.
She was seen alongside the lorry.
She was not seen by the lorry driver. His view was not good.
He didn't see her. He did check his mirrors.
He did clip the kerb.
Nga was trapped against the railings and then fell under the rear wheel
of the lorry.
She died at the scene.

Therefore I conclude that at around 9am the cyclist was taking that left turn at the same time as the lorry. She was then crushed against the railings and then fell under the rear wheel of that lorry.

My verdict therefore is one of Accidental Death.

It was an unintended occurrence.

She fell under the lorry and so suffered fatal injuries.

I want to add very carefully that many people feel that the verdict Accidental Death trivialises any such incident.

I need to explain that Accidental Death is the necessary legal term.

This is not a trivial incident.

I offer my deepest condolences and sympathies to Nga's partner here today.

I also extend them to Mr Weaver who must have suffered too.

Thank you.

Clerk: All rise.

Coroner Exits.

End.

1.30pm.

